
 

Ek Tha Tiger 2012 full movie free download in mp4, Ek Tha Tiger Hindi Dubbed Movie, Ek Tha Tiger Full Free Movie
Download. Ek Tha Tiger is a 2012 Indian action thriller film directed by Kabir Khan and produced under the banner of Eros
International. The film features Salman Khan and Katrina Kaif in lead roles with Ranvir Shorey, Roshan Seth and Giselli
Monteiro appearing in supporting roles. The story is about a chase around the world for an elusive criminal mastermind from
India to Europe, America and back to India again. The film released on 16 January 2012, and was unsuccessful at the box
office. In the film's pre-credits sequence, an Indian man who is being chased by a force from Mumbai, calls his friend and
partner (played by Salman Khan) and tells him that he has been arrested by the police. The latter does not know what has
happened and relays his situation to Inspector Sartaj Singh (Shah Rukh Khan) who says that he will take over responsibility of
the latter; he then hangs up. Later, Inspector Singh is shown searching for a notorious criminal named "Tiger" (Ranvir Shorey).
Singh meets a drug lord, Kabir Thakur (Kay Kay Menon), who tells him that Tiger has kidnapped his daughter, Natasha (Gisslli
Monteiro). He also reveals that the only way to find her is by revealing Tiger's identity. Singh goes to Mumbai Chief Minister
Prithvi Raj Chauhan (Vijay Raaz) who tells him that he is aware of who Tiger actually is. He gives Singh his briefing on how to
deal with the situation. Singh then traces the call made by "Tiger" and finds out that he was in Vadodara, so he leaves
immediately for Vadodara. Singh goes to his hideout and finds Natasha, however she refuses to leave with Singh. Singh then
tells her that he is not Tiger (in Tiger's voice) and finally tracks down "Tiger". He comes face-to-face with the criminal
mastermind who tries to escape by jumping off the building. Singh manages to catch him, but he falls into a pool of water
below. As Singh gets out of the pool, Natasha again refuses to leave with him due to Tiger's refusal; both are then surrounded by
Inspector Sartaj's men. When Inspector Singh arrives at Hiranandani Hospital, Kabir Thakur tells Sartaj about a nurse named
Preeti Sharma (Roshan Seth). Inspector Singh then meets Preeti and tells her that he needs her help to catch Tiger. She agrees
and then goes to Mumbai with Singh. Singh tries to explain what he needs from her, but she refuses and says that she won't help
him by calling his name and using his voice (this is the reason why "Tiger" does not recognize Inspector Singh when they first
meet). Inspector Singh then promises that he will not harm her, only when Tiger is in custody will he return her. He then calls
Tiger's phone with Preeti's assistance, which fools the latter into believing that "Tiger" is in fact Inspector Sartaj.
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